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FRIST CAMPUS CENTER,
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
Architects: Venturi, Scott Brown and Associates, Inc.
Location: Princeton, NJ
Client: Princeton University
Area: 85,000 gsf (new construction); 100,000 gsf (renovation)
Construction Cost: $43,250,000
Completion: 2000
VSBA renovated and expanded Palmer Hall, Princeton University’s
original physics laboratory, to house the new Frist Campus Center.
The University first proposed a campus center in the 1920s, but the
project wasn’t undertaken until the 1990s. Palmer Hall, historically
significant though deteriorated and underutilized at the periphery
of the traditional campus core, over time became the geographical
center of the changing campus. Paths linking academic, social,
recreational, and residential activities intersected at the site.
The design for the campus center is organized to reinforce these
paths and establish the facility as a locus of activity along these
routes -- at once a destination and point of passage and casual
interaction. The primary procession through the facility follows
the terraced grading of the site. Visitors approaching from the
north flow through a new arcade, designed as an extension of the
existing building, into entries at Palmer’s lower level and move
south through a series of “streets” lined with shops, student mail
and information boards. At the end of these paths is a light-filled
lounge overlooking an atrium with views opening out to the south.
A generous flight of stairs leads further down to a dining room
which opens south onto a terrace and lawn. Multiple entries are
provided at this level for those approaching from the south.

Site planning, circulation through Frist, & section
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The new south facade & two views of the entry arcade
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The adaptation of an existing building is appropriate for a campus
center, providing discovered places and lived-in spaces for a mix of
uses. As a form of generic loft building -- with repetitive, generous
spaces readily adapted for multiple uses -- Palmer provides for
many aspects of the Campus Center program. These spaces are
juxtaposed with open and flowing spaces appropriate to the new
construction and constituting the south face of the building as a
whole.
The new arcade and multiple entries at the north face make
more public the rather private and closed facade of Palmer,
while respecting the beautiful quality of the Jacobean style of its
architecture. But there is no ambiguity between new and existing
in the complex. The south, window-walled facade cloaking the
wing of new construction represents the singular nature of
the Frist Campus Center -- a communal entity and a place of
community. At night the lighted interior is opened-up, displaying
multiple architectural layers and a rich mix of activity.

Interior “streets,” a nook between old & new, the
study center, & the theater

Views of a typical classroom & computer stations
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The dining atrium

Cafe Vivian
Views of Cafe Vivian, servery, study lounge, & dining
atrium
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